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I spoke with Mr. James Catchpole this morning about the above and am writing to you at his
request,

'The question of youth violence cannot be addressed without reference to alcohol and drugs.
To run workshops for years 9 to 11, while certainly doing no harm, is a waste of time, effort
and money.

Give or take a couple or three years ago well meaning talks and workshops —
government inspired - were given on the evils of alcohol and drugs to senior high school
students. A waste of time, effort and money. There is now more alcohol and drug abuse -
seemingly a greater percentage increase by girls - along with an accompanying increase in.
every kind of violence - random (just for the hell of it), racial, ethnic, sexual (rape arid gay),
family, domestic - in fact there is no area of everyday living that hits not increased it level of
violence.

By the time a young person, boy or girl, reaches fifteen not only are the overwhelming
majority not the slightest bit interested in hearing messages from people who don 'i know as
much as I do - /wore likely they say as me - and add, these people are talking garbage
because I can quit anytime I want.

Education starts in Year 1 and it is in Year 1 where anti drug, anti alcohol, and violence and
sex education should start. There are experts in teaching this age group as there are experts in
teaching every age group through to Year 12.

It's about time governments - state and federal no matter the colour- got together
and took charge but then why bother to think about it, no governments ever have.

I am aware that some independent and Catholic schools would be unhappy with this
and it would be their democratic right to refuse to include such education, in their curriculum
just as it is within government's right to refuse government aid to those schools. I am also
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•( ihat no matter the obvious correctness of what I'm saying, nothing will be done.

you wish to further our discussion please do not hesitate to get in touch and as I said
eMJnnmsj, nothing vou're doing can hurt.
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